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Across
1 acting with or showing care and
thought for the future. (7)
2 the removal of someone or something
by someone or something else that
takes their place. (12)
5 a formally concluded and ratified
agreement between countries. (6)
8 display or show (a quality or feeling) by
one's acts or appearance; demonstrate.
(8)
11 originating or occurring naturally in a
particular place; native. (10)
13 make (a problem, bad situation, or
negative feeling) worse. (10)
15 hostility and ill-treatment, especially
because of race or political or religious

beliefs. (11)

Down

10 able to be defended with logic or
justification. (10)

16 an event or circumstance that is the
cause of a particular action, process, or
situation. (7)

1 a fact or situation that is observed to
exist or happen, especially one whose
cause or explanation is in question. (10)

19 having powerful emotional overtones
or associations. 24 (11)

3 the protection granted by a nation to
someone who has left their native
country as a political refugee. (6)

14 an event causing great and often
sudden damage or suffering; a disaster.
(11)

4 the level of the sea's surface, used in
reckoning the height of geographical
features such as hills and as a
barometric standard. (3,5)

17 a set of reasons or a logical basis for a
course of action or a particular belief.
(9)

21 a prolonged period of abnormally low
rainfall; a shortage of water resulting
from this (7)
22 an agreement between countries
covering particular matters, especially
one less formal than a treaty. (10)
23 (of something bad) experienced or
present to the maximum degree (6)
24 a ring-shaped reef, island, or chain of
islands formed of coral (5)

6 a person who publicly supports or
recommends a particular cause or
policy. (8)
7 too large or too small in comparison
with something else. (16)
9 be aware of beforehand; predict. (6)

12 the condition or process of degrading
or being degraded. (11)

18 a person who has been forced to leave
their country in order to escape war,
persecution, or natural disaster. (7)
20 the accepted or established code of
procedure or behavior in any group,
organization, or situation. (8)

